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Introduction
• Organ transplant recipients are initiated on a regimen of immunosuppressive medications to prevent rejection.

• Early detection of allograft injury enables the prevention of rejection through modulation of immunosuppressants. 

• Elevated levels of donor-derived cell-free DNA (dd-cfDNA) are an established indicator for detecting kidney allograft 

rejection.1 dd-cfDNA represents a fraction of the total cfDNA level and is reported as percentage of total cfDNA.

• Total cfDNA levels can be influenced by multiple factors such as therapy, surgical trauma, and comorbidities and may alter 

the proportion of dd-cfDNA.

Methods
• A retrospective analysis was performed on a case with a biopsy confirmed antibody-mediated rejection (ABMR), who 

underwent serial blood draws for the assessment of dd-cfDNA.

• Assessment of dd-cfDNA and total cfDNA levels was performed at Natera using a single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP)-based massively multiplexed PCR (mmPCR) methodology (ProsperaTM).1

1. Sigdel TK et al., J Clin Med. 2018;8,(1)19.
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Case Presentation: 
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dd-cfDNA: 4.67%
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7 months

dd-cfDNA: 2.25%
total-cfDNA: 1.4x MoM

• A 52-year-old male received a deceased donor kidney transplant in 2016

• The patient was maintained on a triple immunosuppressive therapy regimen

• Stable serum creatinine (SCr) levels ranged from 1.4 – 1.6 mg/dL 

• Four years post-transplant, the patient presented with increased SCr (2 mg/dL)

• Biopsy confirmed ABMR with moderate transplant glomerulopathy

• The Patient was treated with plasmapheresis (PP)/IVIg (1 gm/kg) and Rituximab (RTX; 1 gm)

• dd-cfDNA analyses were performed on blood samples to monitor rejection following treatment

9 months

dd-cfDNA: 14.73%
total-cfDNA: 0.29x MoM

IVIg IVIg IVIgRTX RTX RTX
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donor-derived and total cfDNA levels

• Initial blood test, 5 months after biopsy 

confirmed active rejection with elevated dd-

cfDNA level of 4.67%

• The total cfDNA level for this test was 

within the normal range

• A second blood test, 1 month later, 

demonstrated a drop in dd-cfDNA fraction to 

0.64%, accompanied by a total cfDNA level 

elevated 11.2X above the median

• Subsequent blood tests demonstrated 

increases in dd-cfDNA fractions accompanied 

by decreases in total cfDNA levels
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Conclusions
• Total cfDNA levels increased following initiation of IVIg and RTX.

• Serial blood tests showed gradual decreases in total cfDNA and increases in dd-cfDNA levels.

• These findings suggest that increases in total cfDNA levels may confound interpretation of dd-cfDNA test results.

• This case suggests that anti-rejection therapies may influence total cfDNA levels.

• These findings highlight the importance of continued monitoring of both dd-cfDNA and total cfDNA levels in identifying a 
true response to therapy.
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